
30.0m x 80.0m long double-gable steel rafter shed.
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Double Gable Feed Pad

Phone 0800 428 453 or visit www.alpinebuildings.co.nz for more information
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Ideal for any farming operation, Alpine animal shelters are a cost
effective way to maximise production & trim running expenses,
helping you reach your profit goals. They are fast and easy to install,
enabling you meet tight deadlines and minimising disruption to your
daily operations.

The many uses of Alpine animal shelters include covered yards, goat
sheds, wintering barns, feed pads, shearing sheds, stables, arenas, calf
sheds & much more.

Happy animals deliver more in return … Keep your livestock warm in
winter and cool in summer with an Alpine animal shelter!



Phone 0800 428 453 or visit www.alpinebuildings.co.nz for more information

The benefits of an Alpine animal shelter will give you many reasons to appreciate the
investment you make:

ü Hot Dip Galvanisation for maximum rust protection in corrosive environments; Hot
Dip is known to be 2.5 times better than any other steel protection coating available.

ü Minimise ground run-off and prevent pasture pugging and compaction.
ü Boost herd health while increasing production levels and farm efficiency.
ü Timber framing is more temperature controlled than steel and will keep noise levels

to a minimum, resulting in more settled livestock.
ü Timber design also minimises condensation and moisture build up while regulating

and maintaining comfortable temperatures.
ü The Alpine Birdproof Rafter design prevents birds from perching and nesting in the

roof cavity, resulting in more settled animals and reduction in lice spread and
disease from bird droppings.

Protect your valuable stock with a birdproof clearspan design.
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Make the most of natural lighting with clearlight in the roof.
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Natural Light

Timber framing and ventilated sidewalls for superior temperature control.
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Temperature Control

Open roof and walls to improve circulation and remove heat, moisture & odours.
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Ventilation
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Maximise production by reducing run-off and increasing herd health.
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Reduce Run-off

Alpine’s Zero-Bird-Perch® rafters will keep your stock healthier and more settled.
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Minimise Disease

Call our team of experts on 0800 428 453 today to see how we can help you


